IN RECENT DECADES, HISTORIANS STUDYING THE SOUTH HAVE
Illustrated magazine devoted a special issue to the history of NASCAR that affirmed the mythology already developed by academics and by stock-car fans: "'Stock-car racing'-actually modified-car racing, and more precisely 'liquor car' racing-had begun with moonshine kingpins bragging about who owned the fastest cars and employed the best trippers." Journalists gave the barest of acknowledgment to the racing events that preceded NASCAR. The writers for Sports Illustrated noted, "Stock car racing started to flourish in the 1930s in the Southeast, where the nearest major professional sports teams were in Washington, D.C., and where moonshine running provided a seemingly endless supply of skilled drivers."7 This narrative of NASCAR' s colorful background means a lot to the sport. NASCAR could hope for nothing more during its current success than to be identified with the authenticity of the newly virtuous, rural South. As one corporate sponsor recently recounted the heroic jourey for promotional literature, "Both Hardee's and stock car racing grew from rural southern roots to become a strong national presence, and we make an excellent team."8 Myth and profits go together. Cultural studies specialist Mark D. Howell has made an insightful attempt to explain the moonshiner mythology and analyze NASCAR's dictatorial corporate strategies, but his more balanced arguments have not overcome the momentum of old stereotypes.9
Only occasionally do hints appear in recent literature that auto racing in the South has a history that extends much farther into the past than the 1930s, an extended timeline that belies the story of the sport's origins in moonshiner competitions and the explanation of its popularity as a function of social changes after World War II. Sports Illustrated, for example, briefly quoted Bill France discussing his youth in the mid-1920s: "I used to sneak the family Model T out to the big, banked-board speedway at Laurel, Maryland, and try to run some fast laps. My dad never could figure out why his tires were wearing out so quickly." Elsewhere, France elaborated a bit more fully about his childhood interest in the sport: "I first became interested in motor racing back in the board track speedway days.... I was only at three of them-Altoona, Pennsylvania; Atlantic City, New Jersey; and Laurel, Maryland." France moved to Daytona Beach, Florida, in 1934. There too he recognized that the sport of racing had already begun in the South: "I knew of a board speedway just north of Miami, but I never got to see it because a hurricane destroyed it before I got down there. Understanding the presence of widespread fan support for a corporate sport at this early time undermines the stereotypes of a golden age of spontaneity and folk authenticity in southern culture. In racing (as in country music-another often misunderstood symbol of the South), there has always been a combination of traditional and commercial sources, as southerners seeking entertainment creatively mixed whatever options were at hand.
Further, support of racing became a mark of distinction for southern cities. Some of the cities that most fully embraced automobile racingAtlanta, Galveston, Charlotte-ranked among the most progressive urban areas in the South, and one might expect to find support for a cutting-edge sport there. However, businessmen in other cities such as Savannah and New Orleans, tagged by historians as sleepy and conservative New South laggards, also invested a great deal of time and effort in bringing this new sport and new technology to their towns. The crusade for racing exposes the presence in the early twentieth century of a certain element of forward-looking boosterism among the business elite of even the more conservative cities. Urban leaders recognized the symbolic as well as financial importance of the new technology as quickly as their counterparts in the North. Far from being victims of an isolated culture, some southerners took part in the national and even international trends of automotive development to the extent that they were able, and their interaction with northern racing organizations underscores the evolution of a national web among elite leaders and groups during this period of growing sectional reconciliation. The story of car racing complicates further any scholarly attempts to generalize about southerners. In the earliest days of racing, rigid traditions for events had not yet been established (and there was no separate category denoting drag racing), though the AAA contest committee rapidly brought order to the new sport. The one-mile speed trial gained perhaps the most attention in early meets, but racers also ran trial distances of two, five, and ten miles. In 1904 the longest event was a fifty-mile race won by Vanderbilt, but in 1905 the tournament peaked with a 100-mile run for a prize sponsored by Vanderbilt. The ten starters departed at oneminute intervals and ran against each other and the clock. Turns were the most difficult part of running fast speeds on flat stretches. In some races the rules mandated that cars stop at the turns in the interest of safety, while in other races the drivers simply slowed almost to a crawl The highlight of the pivotal 1909 racing season as reviewed by Chevrolet was the unveiling of two facilities, only one of which was destined for lasting fame: "The year was especially notable in that it produced two new motordromes constructed for automobiles exclusively. The first of these was opened in August at Indianapolis, Ind.-a two-and-a-half-mile oval-and more recently the two-mile speedway at Atlanta, Ga., had its inaugural. The former set up numerous American records for specially banked courses, nearly all of which were subsequently broken when the Atlanta meet was held."60 The Atlanta track, though enduring for only a brief period, ranks as one of the most significant contributions of the South to early automobile racing. The speedway that had such an auspicious start was the brainchild of Asa 
